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ABSTRACT

This research is motivated by the low student learning outcomes, the low student learning outcomes, among others, caused by the low creative thinking ability of students. This is partly because in learning students are not accustomed to developing their creative thinking skills, this condition is due to the lack of teaching materials that facilitate students in improving their creative thinking ability which result in learning outcomes. The solution is to develop a Physics learning module that integrates students' creative thinking skills. The purpose of this study was to determine the validity of the Physics learning module on Momentum and Impulse material in class X high school students. The type of research used is research and development (R&D) and the object of the research is a physics module that integrates creative thinking skills. The design model used is the ADDIE model. The research steps include: analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation. Based on the data search that has been carried out, the normal value of the module validation is 89% which is included in the very valid criteria, so it can be said that the physics module of integration of creative thinking skills on momentum and impulse material can be said to be valid and can be used in class X physics learning in high school. By developing this learning module, it is hoped that students will be helped in the learning process independently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The improvement of the quality of human resources (HR) must be carried out because HR is a priority of national policy which is intended to realize Indonesian people and people who have character and personality and are able to master the branches of science, technology, and art. This policy must be carried out gradually and consistently translated into national policies. The realization of national independence can only be realized through quality, relevant and equitable education [1]. Education is also an important aspect of life that can produce quality human resources. Law No. 20 of 2003 states that the purpose of holding education is so that human resources can be improved.

Increased Human Resources (HR) facilitates free market competition which requires creative and skilled human beings. From this statement, learning should be in line with 21st century skills termed 4C skills, namely communication (communication), collaboration (collaboration), critical thinking (critical thinking), and creative thinking (creativity). If this ability has been attached to students, then student learning outcomes also increase. One of the thinking skills in developing students' abilities with innovative reasoning abilities, understudy learning exercises should be worked with and roused to have the option to foster reasoning abilities through ideas and standards and have the option to take care of issues both subjectively and quantitatively [2].

Efforts made by the government to improve student learning abilities include making changes to the curriculum in schools, currently the 2013 curriculum has been set in schools. In addition, the teacher has also made various efforts such as providing learning resources for students to use in the learning process that is able to make students active in class. Based on the results of the 2019 UNBK from the province of West Sumatra [3], the Physics score was obtained with an average value of 47.5. The scores in Physics subjects at the 2019 Computer-based
National Examination are still low, judging by the data obtained from the Education research center of the Ministry of Education and Culture, the physics UN scores from urban communities/regions in West Sumatra territory are still low, this demonstrates that understudy learning results are still low.

The truth in the field shows that understudies' creative thinking abilities are still low, the reason for understudy learning results is still low since when the educator gives clarifications, understudies try to ignore. One of the reasons for the low student learning outcomes is that students are not facilitated in developing their thinking skills. According to [4] shows that students' creative thinking skills in learning physics in high school are still relatively low, as evidenced by giving questions about creative thinking skills, most students cannot answer correctly. This affects understudy learning results is also low. Based on research by [5] stated that the average creative thinking ability of students is around 25.5%, including the less creative category. This causes students' higher-order thinking skills are also low, and results in the low Human Development Index (HDI) of Indonesia, namely in 2017 it was ranked 113 out of 188 countries in the world [6].

In view of the consequences of the creative thinking ability test, the fluency aspect is 31%, the flexibility aspect is 28.6%, the originality aspect is 19%, and the elaboration aspect is 23.4%. The average percentage achieved at 25.5% is still classified as less creative [5]. According to [7] that the capacity to think creative is supposed to be low assuming the rate is <33%. It was tracked down that the understudies' creative thinking ability was still low in the non-creative category. Therefore, efforts are needed to improve students' creative thinking skills so that they can further develop understudy learning results.

It is critical to create creative thinking to help students solve problems and find alternative ideas in solving problems. The importance of developing creative thinking abilities is additionally contained in the objectives of public schooling, namely being able to develop students' potential thinking skills so that they become individuals who dread God Almighty, have honorable person, are sound, learned, fit, innovative, autonomous and capable [8]. Therefore, creative thinking skills need to be developed in learning activities to improve student learning outcomes. In accordance with [9] Creative thinking ability has a significant relationship to student physics learning outcomes, namely determining the high and low learning outcomes achieved by students, meaning that students who have high creative thinking skills will find it easier to learn than students who have low creative thinking skills.

In view of the aftereffects of the book analysis, [10] shows that the analysis of two physics textbooks that are widely used in schools throughout West Sumatra, obtained the average value of each book is A worth 31.55 and book B is worth 37 with the less available category.

In research conducted by [11] and [12] regarding the analysis of the availability of creative thinking skills in the presentation of two high school textbooks that are widely used in schools, the results show that the average value obtained from the analysis of these textbooks is less than 40% categorized as less available so that the existing books have not facilitated students' creative thinking skills. From several descriptions, it can be seen that there are no instructing materials that can work with students' creative thinking skills in improving their learning outcomes, so it is necessary to develop showing materials as modules that can facilitate students' creative thinking skills.

As indicated by [13] states that there is a huge connection between creative thinking skills and learning outcomes. It can be concluded that student learning outcomes are still low due to the low creative thinking skills of students. Creative students will have good learning outcomes as well. To develop creative thinking, students need to be facilitated with instructing materials that can uphold learning. One of them is the instructing materials that can uphold learning.

The use of modules in teaching and learning activities does not only look at teacher activities, but also involves students actively in learning. By using the module can create an independent learning process. In the module there is systematic learning and can create learning conditions that make students actively and creatively involved, so that the module can improve students' creative thinking skills. Previously, research on modules to further develop creative thinking skills has also been completed. By stating that to improve student learning outcomes, creative thinking skills are needed to facilitate students in the learning process by using modules, [14], [2], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] and [20].

In light of the foundation of the issue described, the researcher developed a module that can be used in learning physics, facilitating students' creative thinking skills. With the module as a learning resource, it can support student learning. Therefore, the researcher developed the subject matter in the physics module for class X semester 2 for momentum and impulse material because creative thinking can grow new ideas in the learning process, especially in momentum and impulse material. The aspect of creative thinking ability is in accordance with the 2013 curriculum. Therefore, the researcher raised the title of the research to be carried out is "Development of a Physics Module Integrating Creative Thinking Ability in Momentum and Impulse Material in Class X SMA Semester 2".
II. METHOD

The type of research conducted is Research and Development. Research and development methods or R&D are research methods used to produce certain items and test the adequacy of these items. The resulting product is a Physics module that integrates creative thinking skills of students about momentum and impulses materials. The study procedure was used according to the ADDIE Steps.

1. Analysis (Analysis)

At this stage of analysis, task analysis and concept analysis are carried out. Task analysis is a collection of procedures to determine the content in a learning unit. This analysis can be in the form of an analysis of basic competencies and subject matter materials. Furthermore, the formulation of appropriate learning indicators is carried out. This stage starts from the analysis of KI and KD for high school physics subjects to lower the indicators.

2. Design

Design is a guide that can provide direction, goals, and techniques taken to start and carry out an activity. At this stage, the design of the product is carried out. At the arranging stage, this is finished by getting ready different references, gathering a module system and planning ideas in the item. This module is organized by the module advancement rules by incorporating parts of creative thinking abilities.

3. Development

Product development is the process of realizing a design into a Physics module by integrating creative thinking skills. At this stage, the development of showing materials as modules and a combination of the content of the material that has been made in the design step will be carried out, then write or change the design of the module arrangement that has been arranged sequentially into modules according to the guidelines, making the display as needed.

4. Implementation

Implementation is a process so that the developed learning modules can be realized. The research implementation stage is the product validity test stage by experts. Furthermore, the data that has been obtained from the lecturer is analyzed data to decide the value of the legitimacy of the created module.

5. Evaluation.

This assessment stage is completed until a developmental assessment which focuses on the requirement for updates in light of the consequences of surveys by specialists and material science teachers that have been done at the execution stage. Furthermore, the validity of the data analysis was carried out. Validity data analysis is used for data in the form of input, analysis and ideas from specialists for further revision in stages for product development for the better. Evaluation is always carried out at every stage of development where this is aimed at the feasibility of the final product. Appropriate in terms of content, language, module appearance and creative thinking aspects that are integrated into the module.

Physics module validation assessment instrument integrates creative thinking skills to see the module's validity, the data from the expert responses are analyzed in the following two steps, firstly adding up the total scores of all experts for all indicators and secondly providing a validity scores. equation to get the total average score for all criteria: the value is obtained from the score obtained divided by the maximum score multiplied by one hundred percent.

The validity level of the module can be seen[21] from 0 to 20 percent categorized as invalid, 21 to 40 percent categorized as less valid, 41 to 60 percent categorized as quite valid, 61 to 80 percent categorized as valid while 81 to 100 percent categorized as very valid. Classification of valid validity values utilized in this review in the event that it lies in the scope of values from 61 to 100, which is in the substantial and exceptionally legitimate models.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The development of teaching materials in the form of a Physics module integrates students' creative thinking skills in momentum and impulse material. The results of this study are validation values by experts. Physics
module validation by experts to see the validity of the module. The Physics module integrates creative thinking skills validated by 4 experts. Remembering validation data assessment instrument by experts on the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in momentum and impulse material, there are five assessment components consisting of content feasibility, construction feasibility, module display feasibility, Physics learning module feasibility and creative thinking ability component feasibility.

The first component of content feasibility consists of five indicators. The plot of the results of the feasibility of the contents of the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills can be seen in Figure 1.

**Figure 1. Worth of Validation on Content Feasibility Components**

In light of the five parts of the substance attainability marker in the Physics module coordinating creative thinking abilities, the learning module made by the schedule is 95%, the worth of the substance of the material in the learning module is 90% right, the worth of the learning module made by the issue The most recent issue is 90%, the worth of current realities of the idea/material in the learning module that is conveyed is 80% right, the worth of the learning module can add understanding to information is 90%. Currently the indicator is in the valid category with a value range of 80% and 4 indicators are in the very valid category with a range of 90% to 95%. From the five indicators, it can be determined that the average value of the content feasibility component is 89%. Therefore, the feasibility component of the module content is in the very valid category.

Second, the construction feasibility component contains six indicators. The results of the data plot of the value of each construction feasibility indicator in the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in the Momentum and impulse material are shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Validation Value of the Construction Feasibility Component**

1. The writing system in the learning module is good
2. The request for the construction of the learning module is right
3. The goals in the learning module are clear
4. The information provided is good
5. Interactivity (stimulus) and responses) in the learning module is clear
6. The data conveyed in the learning module is finished
In light of Figure 2 it very well may be made sense of that the worth of the construction feasibility indicator is in the range of 80% to 100%. The lowest indicator there is a value of 80% is in the valid category and the highest indicator is at 100% is in the very valid category. The typical worth of the development achievability part is 91% entirely set in stone by the worth of every one of these pointers indicators. So, the construction feasibility indicator can be stated in the very valid category.

The three components of language feasibility in the Physics module integrate creative thinking skills in the Momentum and Impulse material, there are five indicators. The results of the value data plot for each language feasibility indicator in the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in the Momentum and Impulse material can be seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Validation Value on the Language Feasibility Component](image)

**Description:**
1. Sentences utilized in the learning module have clear and straightforward
2. The relationship between one paragraph to another learning module is clear
3. The right accentuation utilized in the learning module is right.
4. The conjunctions used in the learning module are correct
5. Writing titles and subtitles in the learning module

on Figure 3 it very well may be made sense of that the worth of the language feasibility indicator in Physics integrating creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material is in the range of 80% to 95%. It states that one of the five indicators is in the valid category with a value of 80% while the other four indicators are in the very valid category.

The typical score on the language qualification part is 88% entirely settled by the worth of every one of these pointers indicators. Therefore, the indicator of the feasibility of the Physics module language integrating creative thinking skills in the Momentum and Impulse material is in the valid category.

Fourth, the module show possibility part feasibility display component. In this case, there are five indicators. The results of the value data plot for each indicator of the feasibility of displaying the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material can be seen in Figure 4.
In view of Figure 4 can be made sense of that the worth of the five signs of the achievability of showing the Physics module to coordinate imaginative reasoning abilities in Momentum and impulse materials is in the range of 90 to 95%. It states that all indicators are in the very valid category. The typical value of the module showing the probability part is 93% entirely set by the value of each indicator marker. Therefore, the indicator of the feasibility of displaying the Physics module to integrate creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material is in the very valid category.

Fifth, the component of the feasibility of creative thinking in the learning module has several indicators. The results of the value data plot for each indicator of the feasibility of creative thinking in the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in the Momentum and Impulse material can be seen in Figure 5.

In view of Figure 5, it tends to be made sense of that the worth of the practicality pointer for creative thinking in the Physics module goes from 80% to 85%. One indicator is in the valid category and three indicators are in the very valid category. The creative thinking component of this Physics module consists of four indicators which include fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. The average value of the creative thinking in the 83% modules are completely determined by the value of each of these indicators. The feasibility indicator for creative thinking in the Physics module to integrate creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material is in the very valid category.

Based on the average value of each assessment component in the Physics module, integrating creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material can be determined from the five components of the module.
The average value of the validity of the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material for each assessment component is shown in Figure 6.

Based on Figure 9, it very well may be seen that the average worth of every part of the Physics module integrates creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material. The value of each module component varies from 83% to 93% with an average of 89%. Based on these values, it can be stated that overall the module components are in the very valid category. Thus, the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in Momentum and Impulse material has a very valid level of validity. This indicates that the resulting product is in the valid category according to the product validation criteria that the value of 81-100 is in the valid criteria [22]. Thus, the Physics module integrating creative thinking skills in momentum and impulse materials has a very high level of validity.

There are several obstacles in this research. Constraints faced consist of three aspects that are considered necessary to know and find solutions. The first obstacle that the module developed is still limited, namely only one KD in class X SMA material, the second obstacle is the aspect of creative thinking skills used in the module, only four aspects of the nine existing aspects, and the third obstacle, namely the product quality test is still in a limited test, , in only one class. The obstacles encountered can be explained in terms of the causes and the best solutions to get even better results in the future.

The first obstacle is that the modules developed are limited, namely only one KD, namely KD 3.7 in class X SMA. This is due to the limited time of researchers to design the Physics module. Alternative solutions and researchers’ time limitations for Physics modules that can facilitate students’ creative thinking skills can be overcome by further development of the scope of KD class X SMA in order to produce a complete Physics module. The second obstacle is the component of creative thinking ability which is used only four of the nine components. This is because researchers are still beginners in development. The solution to this problem is the Physics module, which can facilitate creative thinking skills, it is necessary to add more components of creative thinking so that student competencies can increase. The third obstacle is that the product quality test is carried out only up to a limited test, which is only one class. This is due to the limited time of the researcher. The solution that can be done is that the Physics module which facilitates students’ creative thinking skills needs to be tested more widely so that the quality of this module is met.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the research results obtained and discussion of the validation of physics teaching materials on momentum and impulse materials, conclusions can be drawn. First, it has produced teaching materials for learning physics in the form of modules on momentum and impulse materials. Second, the teaching materials that have been produced on momentum and impulse materials have been in very valid criteria with an average validation value of 89%.
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